Maayad ha aldaw ha inyo alan!
I want to commence this by saying congratulations to everyone who participated in this
1st UMY- AUAP Student Academic Olympiad. You all have shown great academic excellence
in representing your respective schools. The fact that we bravely accepted the challenges of the
program is worthy enough to be recognized and it already makes us a winner, so celebrate that.
Now to my overall experience and impression about the event, I would like express my heartfelt
gratitude to the committee of the Association of Universities of Asia and the Pacific (AUAP)
for organizing such a promising event. As the initiator of the Student Academic Olympiad, I
can testify that the host and the committee did a great job in facilitating and ensuring the smooth
flow of activities. The event organizers have been so accommodating to all our concerns and
ensures the delivery of best experience for every student participant. This event has been a
good platform to showcase the academic potentials of each participating schools in Asia and
the Pacific and stands as a proof of our global competence.
Throughout the entire event, I have felt the genuine friendship and the zeal for
cognizance of all the participants even behind our screens. The smiles that we share and the
support that we gave for each other proved that we truly are brothers and sisters, separated by
bodies of water but bounded by love and camaraderie. I hope that this kind of activity will
continue to thrive, discover more potential minds, and achieve its aims for collaboration and
interaction between partner schools and universities in Asia and the Pacific. Before I end this,
I would like to thank the Bukidnon State University (BukSU) for giving me and my fellow
student nurses the opportunity to be a part of this promising activity. To the BukSU College of
Nursing faculty and staff for their constant support and motivation, to my co- representatives,
Ms. Chesia Earl Basinillo and Mr. Earl Jan Gomez for giving me the confidence to do my best,
and above all to God for blessing me in this journey. I will forever cherish this memorable
experience. Salamat tungkay!

